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grotesqueries are

i £ A MESES SNOOD of the д , 
•Army of the Nile joined the ranks 
■of famous maintenance men in the

/, year 5000 B.C. when he UR'd the 
xi squeaky axles of the

; Chariot Brigade and solved this 
vexinS problem by the application 

. of a small amount of Sabee Tooth
>5* Tiger fat in the wheelwell s...

At the Sieqe of Troy XERXES CLOD 
"V (JR'и the TrO)or> Horse and insured 

the success of the decoy by stren
gthening the Secret inner chamber 

' with dobs of Sabre Tooth Tigerfat 
in all joints and knotholes. This 
not only helped strategy,but al
so gave a knotty pine effect to 
the secret inner chamber

Also Special Front and Bacover Combo 
Ish.., This is UR ,/ 5 intended to be 
in the December 1958 mailing of the 
Off-Trails Magazine Publishers Asso. 
and to reach sundry others on my own 
list on or before 25 December 1958. 
Artwork in thish comes from Martin 
Pahls, a MAD reader, but I swear Т’уеж 
had the drawing long enough to be sure;/ 
that he wasn't influenced by Kelly 
Freas, the two illos on this page are';/;- 
from the February 195^ Maintenance 
Review as was the bacover lastish, and 
the various other grotesqueries, esp. the 
less otherwise stated... Contributions were gleefully swiped from NEMATODE, a SAPS 
pub, from FANFARE No 1, an unpublished EC fanzine from Marty Pahls (Highway Sighs) 
who incidentally gave me H___  for my treatment of the eyes on the Crust ad which, 
by the way I slipped into NEMATODE before mailing it out no doubt puzzling a lot 
of poor SAPS by the lack of credit references. Marty also points out that Dr. Boones 
best selling disk smash is TAILS OF .HQFFMAN. (The flip side; another fine ditty, 
BONGO, BONGO, BONGO I DON'T '..'ANT TO LEAVE-THE CONGO, with King Kong on traps and J. 
Fred Muggs at the ,/hirlitzer. They really SUING!) Happy Easter Everybody... etm. 
NOT TO BE SOLD OR TRADED IN A MUTILITHED CONDITION... Price is no object, ’./RITE...

Tl^tL-T^lh 
PQ Sm.244 
EMd
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URGENT UNSATISFAC 

TO: 0012i GAL SECT ' 

FROM: Dll GOODCHEER

DATE: 5 NOV 58 (LOCAL) 

ITEM: PACIFIER, Model Sol J 

DETAILS:

DESCRIPTION OF DIFFICULTY: The current high level of atmospheric radioactivity on 
this planet disrupts the focus of the Harmoniac-Ray Distiller (H-R-D) rendering 
preparation of this year's pacifiers ,on ti?e planet, impossible. These are norm
ally produced at the psichometric laboratory adjacent to our polar distribution 
center.
CAUSE: The magnetic field of the planet concentrates cosmic radiation on a pick-up 
unit for the H-R-D which generates a field of concordium force in objects placed 
in the focus of the unit. Uhile this force dissipates at an exponential rate, the 
usable field-strength lasts just over one planetary revolution (year). During its 
effective period it creates an atmosphere of well-being and trust in the dominant 
species within its range. The mythos of the planet was easily adapted to provide 
for distribution of the charged objects. However, the treatment has not proved 
highly effective due to the radioactivity of the planet and to the presence of a 
sub-species of the dominant race (Homo lisanthropus) which is resistant to the 
force. During the past several revolutions, experimental work in artificial re
lease of nuclear energy has increased atmospheric radioactivity enough to defocus 
any H-R-D currently available. Any further increase in radioactivity will result 
in the mutation of all species on the planets It is predicted that Homo Misanthro- 
pus will become dominant for a short period of time and that life will again e- 
volve on the planet in 100,000 years. With proper decontamination procedures, the 
planet may be colonised in 100 years.

ACTION TAKEN: The laboratory facilities were removed to the fourth planet. The 
H-R-D in use here was administratively condemned and the staff of psichometricians 
remanded to GAL HOSP CANOPUS IV for remedial calibration. A new staff is prepar
ing objects for distribution on schedule. The fact that the objects are of extra- 
planetary origin is not expected to arouse comment as there is currently a strong 
emphasis on "space travel" and imaginative objects are vended to the planet's in
hibitants both as objects for amusement and as "genuine souvenirs from a Venusian 
Flying Saucer I"

RECOMMENDATIONS: That the reaction to this year's distribution of objects be 
closely monitored with intent to withdraw all facilities currently maintained 
on the planet if no improvement is shown in intra-species relations. That the 
Galactic Federation start preparing a colonisation project for the planet as it 
is probable that there will soon be an opportunity for expansion in this sector. 
That the staff of this project be isolated when the project is discontinued and 
recalibrated as I fear that we have been affected by the backlash of the defoc
used H-R-D.

INITIATOR: 3. CLAUS SUBMITTED BY: T/SgttE. MILLS
GOODCHEER POLAR STATION STATION UR OFFICER
SOL III, GAL SECT V

UR у 5 is prepared by unsURPressed Pub- This magazine is intended for sale at the 
licatiops for OMPA and others, December full cover price. Resale at a lower’price 
mailing 195$. Happy New Year, Y' all... or without the cover is prohibited..............
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la ouverture uh Co^vention-ravissement
I gained final approval of my leave early 
on the 28th of August and boarded an air
plane that evening for the Solacon. I ar
rived about half an hour before my suit
case did and missed one bus to town.After 
I had checked in at the hotel Alexandria 
and deposited my paraFANalia in my room, 
I dePLOYed in search of fans. The lobby 
was extremely quiet so I decided to turn 
in. As I entered the lift I met Bob Lan
kau, an engineer in Sacramento and upon 
discovering that he was attending the con 
invited him to my room for a chat.We dis
cussed a variety of subjects for about an 
hour before Bob left to get some rest.

Ie mouvenent premier
As I sat in the hotel drugstore having a 
late breakfast, I noticed the Detroit and 
Cleveland fans drift across the lobby and 
hurriedly downed my first cup of tea. I 
found that most of the crowd had dissap- 
peared but spoke to several fans I knew ten cup requirement precisely at the end
and joined Thelma and Everett Evans for a 
cup of coffee. Later, in the lobby, I was 
drafted to work at the registration desk. 
I was quite happy typing a mailing and an 
ID card for each new registrant, but quit 
after Honey Wood Graham told me that Iwas 
expected to turn the money I collected in 
to the convention funds.lt was nice while 
it lasted. There was an informal program 
in the Ballroom at this time. Wally Weber 
even allowed Frank Dietz to interview him 
being under the impression that the sound 
system was undergoing preliminary tests. 
After I left the registration desk I wan
dered about greeting fans remembered from 
prior cons, meeting new ones and general
ly enjoyed myself. Thecenter of activity 
in the early afternoon was the California 
Room with its display of auction material 
and particularly the corner with Norris 
Dollens' “Color Organ".The aliORPHous pat
tern presented by this ingenious device 
was altered by the changing frequencies 
of musiv played on a tape recorder. After 
a bit, the pangs of hunger drove Ron Ben
nett, Cecil, various fans from Cleveland 
and Detroit, Bill Donahoe and myself in 
search of a place to dine.We settled upon 
the Forum Cafeteria when the others pro
claimed that it was just the place forum. 

The Grand International Tea Drinking Con
test got under way at 16^5 with Bob Bloch 
and Poul Anderson judging a field of en
trants representing the Queen,Great Brit
ain, and the Knights of St. Fanthony (Ben
nett); Irish Fandom (BoSh); Catalina Is
land (Djinn Faine);The Dominion of Canada 
(Art Hayes); "(Texas -Eleanor Turner) and 
various portions of the U.S. (Karen And
erson, Ted Johnstone,Cordell I-lahaney,Rick 
Sneary and myself.) Mike Hinge refused to 
represent New Zealand on tha grounds that 
tea made with tea-bags was not'propertea’ 
although it was rumoured that his reluct
ance was due to a fondness for coffee.Af
ter a quick start on the part of Ilahaney, 
Hayes and Anderson who consumed ten cups 
in the first half-hour closely followed 
by Faine,the contest slowed considerably. 
BoSh and I statted slowly,pacing each ot
her at a rate calculated to fulfill the 
(( Slow and steady loses the race )) 

of the first hour.BoSh slowed up and con
ceded after eight cups.Mahaney quit at 21 
cups, Anderson had left at 18, Faine sur
ged ahead by extreme efforts to 2J cups 
followed within ten minutes by Hayes who 
also was forced to abandon the table with 
2J cups precariously under his belt. Soon 
afterward I yielded at 17 cups when I re
alized that one more drop of tea would be 
drastic,and Ted Johnstone, the last hold
out dashed into the men's room as I pre
pared to rejoin the fen outside. Bennett 
had chickened-out at 15*5 cups, claiming 
to have consumed more tea at that sitting

DJINN AND TEANIK

funds.lt


When 190C rolled around the Solacon was 
officially opened by Rick Sneary who re
viewed the history of the "South Gate in 
58" slogan and its fulfillment. The Mayor 
of South Gate, The Hon. Leland R. Weaver, 
then spoke explaining that South Gate had 
no hotel suitable for a con, the only one 
large enough had,through an architectural 
oversight,been constructed without a sin
gle toilet. It was weird.* The Mayor off
icially proclaimed the Alexandria Hotel 
and the surrounding area within 150 feet 
in every direction to be within the city
limits of South Gate for the duration of 
the Solacon. The convention committee was 
introduced and the rules were- approved in 
short oy^^^Mr. Anthony Boucher and John 
W.Campbell, assisted by Ed 'Wood,presented 
one of the most interesting and informat
ive panel discussions I have heard at any 
con. (Mr. Wood was in the audience.) Mr. 
Campbell responded to Mr. Wood's demand 
for more emotion in SF by describing the 
type of 'heroic' emotion writers for ASF 
should strive for. Cortez was a Campbell
type hero. New psionic devices are in de
mand, dowsing rods have boon accepted by 
city engineers throughout the country to 
trace water, gas, sewer, electric, etc. 
pipes; psi has been used to destroy Jap
anese Beetles by painting photographs; a 
diabetic iia O- coma in one city was found 
to be suffering from insulin shock the 
morning after a 'doctor' in another city 
waved his . hands through the. air in front 
of a picture of the psick man; if there 
wasn't a great conspirac у to prevent pub
lication of these things there'd be psi 
in the sky... I know of: a fan who tried 
to eliminate numbers by painting a Paint- 
The-Numbers picture. He chose the number 
nineteen to begin with and ■ sure enough, 
when he finished with the sections marked 
(19) there wasn't a psingle nineteen left 
on the canvas. Several people- Were heard 
to wonder what would happen if one paint
ed out the wor^ 'psi' in every place it

*My proof reader informs me that Weird is 
not always a substitute for'uncanny'

le mouvement second
Early Saturday afternoon I drifted into 
the convention hall to hear Mr. Bradbury, 
who proved as entertaining,in his way, as 
Mr. Campbell. The emotions involved, how
ever, I must admit are quite different. 
Bidding at the auction which followed was 
rather curious, some items went at fairly 
exaggerated prices, while others created 
by the same person sold almost too cheap
ly. All a matter of supply and demand... 
In the evening,E. Everett Evans presented 
awards on behalf of the NFFF. I returned 
to the hall in time for the Auction Bloch 
end purchased Mr. Evans forthc "adequate" 
sum of five dollars.Ben Jason was bidding 
for 'Doc* Smith when I suggestjbh^ed we 
might pool our authors and out of this 
and,at our slaves' suggestion,grew a plot- 
ing session for an E E Smith short story 
im the new Campbell tradition of psi and 
Psillane emotion. At the end of his hours 
servitude I handed Mr. Evans the bill of 
sale I had received,endorsed with a 'Cer
tificate of Manumission' stating that he, 
hating fulfilled his obligation,was hence
forth a frpc-holder. In return he gavo me 
a document stating the conditions under 
which he had served me. Ben got a similar 
scroll from 'Doc' Smith, who sold for the 
'princely' sum of twenty-one dollars,TAFF 
garnered $95*0 for selling seven authors.

SAHS
StLF-Ktf 
SLAve-nM 
Уоч Pick'C

PRS held open house until midnight after 
which, or perhaps during which,I wandered 
about,trying to ensure that Bob Leman met 
the fans I knew. In their turn, they took 
him in tow and I expect that he met most 
of the fen in whom he was interested that 
were available. At least he found enough 
to have a successful party the next night..



OKIES! Can your hnsMnb make Euerything?
Does he spend his days at the office - 

and his nights in the workshop? 
leu con curehim of loat-hsom^

with the genuine Murray •'

it is no substitute for quality
The genuine Murray TRY-TO-DO-IT-YOURSELF 
kit has been carefully designed by high
ly trained mental defective, Quantium Z. 
Murray, to make absolutely nothing.
It contains 75 pieces of rare Amazonian 
"Swamp Wood" deported a.t great cost from 
the shallowest forests of Brazil.
Here are a few of the amazing qualities 
of Swamp Wood, tho most useless material 
known to man?

Will dull almost instantly' any scm 
chisel, knife or other implement 
used to shape it;

Warps if sawed, while being sawed; 
Splits if polished;
Produces a. dense, sooty,green, smoke 

and sulfurous odors when burned.
The 75 pieces included in this kit -have 
so far survived the most strenuous and 
determined efforts of a panel of do-it- 
yourselfers to assemble them into known 
or useful forms. Tests by a leading in
dependent laboro.tory prove that you.will 
get double your money back if a. project 
is successfully completed using this kit 
and this kit only. If you can caichus.

XoOR Ho S 5 lVtUK5HOf CftN

Line. / H 1$; W ILL. Loo к L I Кб Th is VV< ГН //O 
90 J A /OU C, (i/£ zV/A) H t^fJVIKE.

ei try- to- no- iтуУуми■ 
(Inquire, ftQouT OOH / VS о'A HWctO

TH/5 ADVf RrisHtMT 15 SPONSORED /) S 4 
PUSLIC SERVICE. 0/ HoMCWR ECKtRS, LTD. 

.The kit contains (among other things): 
/ 8 chair legs (two differing sets 

of three with two odd legs.).
1 table, top (mahogahy-type veneer 

guaranteed to crack and/or peel 
within three weeks.Tpp does not 
fit any of the legs included.) 

51 assorted boa.rds (a.t least three 
; of which are not split, full of 
knotholes or badly warpod .These 
are ironwood and will bend any 
nail, driven into them.

1 large assortment of nails: (in 
three categories; too large,too 
small, and too bent.

1 assortment of famous Planksplit 
Brand woodscrews (all sizes ex
cept right.)

.11 unmaichable rnetr.l brackets and 
braces treated with rust-accel
erator .

+++ PLUS +++

FIVE (YES 5!, FIVE!!, 511!) beautifully 
embossed,incomprehensible and misleading 
sets of plans a.rc included a.t MO EXTRA 
CHARGE! These plans were fa.brica.tcd by a. 
prominent Pentagon Staff Officer for a 
'classified project and arc of course not 
oven readable. The kit contains no parts 
for any of the plans, and the items arc 
impossible to construct anyway, (Why do 
you suppose the project -was classified?) 
This kit is sold in STRICTEST CONFIDENCE 
and is delivered in plain brown boxcars. 
BON’T BE A.HOMECRAFT WIDOW...Write TODAY

SLAPDASH CO.
Division of

Altoona. Garbage Mfg. & Di st. Agency Inc. 
Little Elephant,Montana



ЯOJa^ ' “
an.solicited TESTIMONIAL

Box Jx6, Pluto's Caverns, Oklahoma
Dear Mr. Slapdash,

Thirteen months ago I was married. 
I don't believe my mother-in-law approves 
of the marriage. Oh,•she was nice enough 
to my face but she gave us a Cropsmith 
Home Workshop for a wedding present and I 
didn't see my husband for months afterthe 
ceremony. Three months ago I saw your ad 
in the Dentist's office in DRILLING WON
DER STORIES. I wrote to you that evening, 
and recieved my boxcar of Swamp Wood the 
next afternoon! How do you manage to give 
such prompt delivery? (It's a Trade Sec
ret) I presented it to my husband Her his 
birthday and he determined to accept your, 
challenge. After 89 days of concentrated 
effort and research, he discovered thaf 
five of the boards supplied had once bean 
part of a coffin. He swiftly constructed 
an altar and invited me to* assist him in 
dedication ceremonies. I was flattered to 
see that he noticed me and unaware of the 
role of the virgin in a Black Mass. Being 
young and innocent but willing I agreed. 
I suppose that I could claim double mon
ey back on the basis of his acheivement, 
but I'm having too much fun down here to 
bother about it, and I'm not sure there's 
an exchange rate here anyhow. I'll just 
wait for you to get here and take it out 
in trade. ,,

Warmly yours,
• Naiada B. Damt

SOUTHGATE WAS GREAT IN FIFTY-EIGHT...

les Apres-midi d'un Fan (concluded) 
le mouvement terse
SUDDENLY, IT'S 1959 headed the program 
and as suddenly the business session con
vened and got down to the serious matter 

.of choosing next year's convention site.
Respite Chicago's appeals to thoughtfull 
fen to decide this issue on the merits of 
the cities and the abilities of the group 
involved and not to let dirty old sentim
ent muddle everything up, (at a convention 
having no emotional raison d'etre,"South- 
Gate in 58" being strictly a logical sel
ection and anyway there wasn't a dream of 
opposition to the 1958 site). Thoughtless 
sentimental fen proved to be in the maj
ority and DETROIT IS FINE IN 59.
The 16OO Banquet proved filling although, 
despite pictorial'proof'to the contrary,! 
never did get any of that cake. Ron Ben
nett forgot 'is cockney accent and nearly 
gave an intelligible speech. Mike Hinge 
was understood by a few linguists in the 
crowd, Mr. Matheson's serious speech com
bined with the good food and the lack of 
rest struck a responsive chord and nearly 
put me in the aisle. I averted this only 
by toppling into the water carafe first. 
The I-Iasquerade costumes were spectacular, 
as was to be expected from the' locale,and 
the auction of the auctioneers topped it 
off well. Bob Leman had a party in his rm 
after which I toddled off to bed.''

le mouvement force
I missed the FASHIONS OF THE FUTURE and 
most of Lysistrata. Indeed, the only*por- 
tion of the Westercon programme I took in 
was Alice in Thrilling Wonderland. I have 
always enjoyed the Lensman series and the 
Upstage Lensman is a fitting addition to 
((Have Lens, Will. Travel.. .Up Uranus...)) 
to the ranks of those heroes. -- r- 
Monday evening Ben Jason,Bob Lankau,Jerry 
Steur and I visited E.E.and Thelma Evans, 
at their home. Jean Qarrol and Doc Smith 
and Jeannie were there. We discussed both 
Doc and Ey's stories and ogled Ev's coll
ection of pictures.
The next day was spent in saying goodbyes 
and in discussing food with BenJ and Ruth 
Kyle. This casual exchange of recipes led 
to the formation of FANDOM'S COOKBOOK, UN- 
Inc,. If you have any favourite recipes 
send them to Ruth. Kyle, Station<WJPDM,Pot
dam, New York. J. r- ■
DETROIT WILL BE FINE IN FIFTY-NINE!..



The URPress acheived concrete reality af
ter I purchased the Speed-O-Print mi men 
from Mosher,but it had its origins in the 
assistance I gave Bob Leman in producing 
The Vinegar Worm T- 5. One might have ex
pected Bob to have had no further inter
est in fanzine publishing after that,par
ticularly not in conjunction with me.How
ever, we all have our hidden weaknessesj 
and Bob's seems to be a desire to .burst 
into print periodically. At the Solacon , 
he was informed that the SAPS wanted him 
to justify his presence on' the membership: 
roster with a contribution to the coming 
mailing. I had remarked that I would con
sider outside work on occasion so he took 
me at my word and sent a shoebox full of 
stencils to me with the request for early 
publication. I extorted permission to re
print an exempt from NEMATODE that I felt 
deserved a wider circulation than he was 
giving it(and forced him to include' some 
advertising which also appears herein..) 
Here then is .good, old, lovable Bob Leman 
with a few words on the misuse of a term, 
“Satire"...

1 must tell you that I am by nature somewnat loquacious—the more 
disaffected among my admirers go so far as to call me windy—and I 
should warn you that you may well encounterbefore our acquaintance 
terminates, more verbiage than you are willing to tolerate. I am 
also powerfully opinionated on almost any. subject that you might care 
to name. The combination of these two traits does not make for an 
endearing person, and I’ll probably not be the most beloved
SAPS has ever had. It may be, though, that the constitution/for 
kicking out offensive people^ if so, you might, dp worse thdt to keep 
that particular article in mind. t -.er?

As a certified fool who is perpetually rushing in where angels fear 
to tread, I now propose- to make a foray into the semantic jungle of 
"satire," "parody," burlesque," "pastiche," and kindred words, and 
to try to bring some order out of the chaos that prevails there. 
Pot that chaos exists inherently in the words -themselves; they are 
plain solid English words, .With plain solid English meanings. But 
the public mind, and—what more nearly concerns us—the fannish mind 
have confused and misused, these words so consistently that one is 
never quite sure what is intended .when he is told that something is 
"satire." The truth is that' in fandomr"satire" has come to be used 
incorrectly as a. substitute for all of these words, and for a few 
more in the bargain. -I’d like to try to straighten this matter out.

Let’s begin with what-the dictionary sayst1(this is webster's Pew 
Collegiate Dictionary, Second Edition) "Satire, A poem or prose 
work holding up human vices, follies etc.'/to ridicule or scorn;11



"Parody, A writing in which the language and styly of an author is 
(sic) imitated or mimicked, esp. for comic effect or ridicule." 
"Burlesque, Literary, dramatic or other imitation which makes a trav
esty of■that which it represents." "Lampoon, A personal satire in 
writing, usually malicious or abusive," "Pastiche; A literary or 
artistic composition imitating, often caricaturing, previous writings 
or paintings."

Now I don’t like that definition of "pastiche"; as the word is cus
tomarily used, the part of the definition that says, ". . .often car
icature. . ." does not apply. I turn therefore to the other diction
ary around here (World's Webster1 s Mew Twentieth Century Dictionary, 
Unabridged) which as a rule I don’t like as well as the Merriam- 
Webster, but which in this case, I think, does better: "Pastiche, A 
pasticcio. . . Pasticcio, . . .3., A work of art, of original compo
sition as to design, but a direct copy of the style and manner of some 
other artist." The Merriam-Webster definition makes the word synon
ymous with "parody," and I've never seen it used that way, so let’s 
use the sedond definition.

The authority on English usage is, of course, Fowler; but Fowler is 
of very little help here. "Pastiche" is not-mentioned, and certain 
other of our words are lumped together thus: "burlesque, caricature, 
parody, travesty. In wider applications the words are often inter
changeable. . . Burlesque, caricature and parody have, besides their 
wider uses, each a special province; action or acting is burlesqued, 
form and features are caricatured, and verbal expression is parodied," 
Fowler puts "satire^with an entirely different group, thus:

02D AIM PROVINCE METHOD
wit Throwing light n'ords and ideas . Surprise
satire Amendment Morals and manners Accentuation ■
sarcasm Inflicting pain Faults and foibles Inversion
irony Exclusiveness Statement of facts Mystification

And now that we have the basic definitions at our disposal, we're 
ready to dig into these words and the matter of their proper usage. 
"Satire," naturally, as the one most abused,ought to receive first 
consideration. jebster and Fowler are in pretty close agreement on 
its meaning and use: it aims to amend maimers and morals by accent
uation ; it holds human vices and follies up to ridicule and scorn. 
And a glance at the great satires immediately demonstrates the method: 
Gulliver's Travels and swift's savage disgust with almost every at
tribute of human beings; Animal Farm and Orwell's biting exposure of 
the pretensions of the soviet union; The Loved One and ^augh's naus
eated laughter at "morticians" and their prey; After Many a 3ammаг 
Dies the Ewan and Huxley's horrified look at Hollywood. (I note that 
Sean O'Faolain, in his recent book, The Vanishing Hero, says, "... 
Huxley is not, properly speaking, a satirist so much as a writer of 
brilliant invective." O'Faolain explains this statement apparently 
to his own satisfaction, but he fails to persuade me.) The satirist 
sees what is foolish and-wretched in man and man's institutions, and 
he blisters and flays us, so that we squirm painfully even'as we 
guffaw. Satire's intent, as Fowler says, is amendment; it aims to 
improve us. »ve should be cautious, therefore, in labelling writings



"satire"; if they dcn't conform to these definitions, they aren’t 
satire.

They may be parodies, though—"writings in which the language and 
style of an author is imitated or mimicked, esp, for comic effect or 
ridicule." I have emphasized the words comic effect in quoting the 
definition because parody is almost invariably intended to be funny, 
and not to ridicule. 1-arody is on the whole a gentle art, as compar
ed with satire. Even the most savage parody—and savage parody is a 
rare thing—is directed not at people, but at writing; and it intends 
not to wound, but to amuse. The parodist—and, the parodist hopes, 
the reader—is having some fun. He exaggerates a writer's mannerisms 
much as a stage mimic does an actor's; he's trying to make you laugh. 
He does not, as a rule, try to.malign or ridicule his subject; the 
probability is that unless he admired, the writer, he wouldn't be fam
iliar enough with the .style to write.a competent parody. '

Parody, then, is directed at writing, while satire is directed at 
people; that is'the distinction. he are now ready to investigate the 
subsidiary words "burlesque" and "lampoon.M •Burlesque,’the dictionary 
says, "makes a travesty of that which it represents"; which means, 
simply, that burlesque is parody with no holds barred. Had should, 
properly be'called burlesque, not parody; Humbug, however, occasion
ally prints parody—I have Siegel in mind—and Had, in its Kurtzman 
days, did. so too, sometimes.

The other subsidiary word, "lampoon," is seldom heard nowadays; 're 
should, only note in passing that even in its heyday it was only thin
ly-disguised invective, and that only in rare instances has a lampoon 
deserved the "personal satire" label which Jebster gives it.

"Pastiche" is generally used to indicate as close an imitation of 
style as is possible. John Dickson Carr's Sherlock Holmes stories, 
for example, are pastiche, as is the August Derleth "Solar Pons" 
series. So is the host of imitation Burroughs stories, clumsy though 
they be. And. in the imitators of Howard's "Conan" we have the inter
esting phenomenon of pastiche pastiche, since Howard aped Burroughs. 
There has even been pastiche Lovecraft—although why anyone would 
want to imitate so stodgy and inept a writer is a question which I 
must leave to more scholarly minds to decipher.

Well, those are the distinctions between our words; and we'd probably 
be out of the woods at this point if every writing were pure satire 
or parody or pastiche or what have you. The trouble is. that as a rule 
the kind of writing we're talking about is an admixture of two or 
more of our types. Let's take Carl Brandon's justly celebrated "The 
Cacher of the Rye" as an example. The style here is pure pastiche; 
Brandon copied Salinger with all the precision of which he was capa
ble (and that's a great deal). He did not exaggerate the Holden 
Caulfield mannerisms, as he must have been tempted to do; showing com
mendable restraint, he resolutely refrained from parody. The style 
of "The Cacher" is as close to that of The Catcher in the Rye as 
Brandon could contrive, , •

On the other hand, Brandon's intent was purely satirical; he was pok
ing fun at some of the sillier fannish conventions—and with none too 
gentle a hand, eithe ’r. On the evidence of this oeuvre alone, I am 
persuaded that Brandon thinks that fandom, on the whole, is pretty 



silly. * "The Сас^ег ,Q.f the Rye.,," then,- is satirical in intent and 
pastiche in form. u But I have not yet, in fannish writing, seen it 
referred to as anything but "satire." It is that, of course; but it 
is also something more- than, that.» . . 7

J , < ■ ' --nev" < •< ■’ ‘
Fred Chappell. h$s contributed/to; Grue-#29 a parody of The■Immortal 
Storm. He. has taken'Sal?s--astonishingly clumsy -prose and, with skill
ful and delicat^ &rt,- has applied the subtle quarter-turn of the 
screw that turns on the-bulb which, illuminates just what it was that 
made us uncomfortable as we read TISi It is a shrewd and tasteful 
and funny piece,'.qf work, marred only--as "Amelia Pemberton" has 
pointed out—by ,a lack of restraint•in roasting Moskowitz’s unbut ton
ed spelling. Yet nobody,^to,;my .-knowledge—even Amelia—has called 
this small masterpiece anything but "satire." It's not satire; it’s 
parody, pure and simple. 1 ? -к- /гпл ;

; - . C;:. ; ' v -1 -h ’’ ! -
It may strike you that.all this vis sdmSthing of a teapot tempest, and 
that I am using a/lot of space ttb. elucidate 'what is, essentially, a 
matter of no great' consequence.,v But' it .has always seemed to me to be 
a pity when a 'writer with all the vast Resources -of the American lan
guage at his- disposal fails to use-.the .word which expresses his mean
ing with precision. -If a writer-does- use the sacOhd-best word, he 
should do so deliberately—for px.ample, where the-•precise-word is too 
recondite or sesquipedalian for; .its .meaning to be readily grasped by 
the audience'addressed. In such a-case, of course , the use of the 
proper word would; result-, in greater misunderstanding than would the 
imprecise one. The writer should manfully resist the temptation to 
carry his desire,for perfection to such a self-defeating end.;:

But I'am addressing myself here to fan writers, and-pthink that the 
fan writer may safely assume that he has an intelligent and educated 
audience. He ought, therefore, to strive to find the word which con
veys his meaning with exactness, ’If that word is a difficult one, he 
must remember that if he knows it, then most of his readers probably 
know it too, and that to substitute a simpler word is to show an un
becoming conceit: it is to say, in effect, "I’m so much smarter than 
you monkeys that I've got to write down to you." That is a dangerous 
line to take in fandom.

Technical terms, of course, are another matter. A good many fan writ
ers have an annoying tendency to assume that their readers share thei’ 
knowledge of a particular hobby or profession, and to throw technical 
terms about with cavalier abandon. I, for one, resent this. I am a 
well of ignorance in almost.any subject you can name, and when some
body starts tossing things' like "f,2 Tessar" and "straight-flute bit" 
and "glycosuria" at- me, I just can't.field them, A word of explanat
ion, gracefully attached to a technical term whose use can't be avoid 
ed: would be a great boon to ignoramuses like me. .
Conrad Aiken, in his autobiography, Ushant, provides an example of ho’ 
this can be done. The word involved is ""^synecdoche" a technical 
term from rhetoric, meaning a figure of speech by which a part is put 
for the whole, or the whole for a part о Aiken recounts (somewhat 
boastfully, I thought) how a love affair. of his failed of consummat
ion because of the same disproportion that plagued Sturgeon’s protag
onists in "Affair With A Green Monkey." This, Aiken says, was synec- 

-4- 



doche—"The part was greater than the whole.”
Some mighty strange things can happen because of an imperfect compre
hension of the meaning of a word. I know of a marriage that resulted 
from such a misunderstanding—a perfectly happy marriage, to the best 
of my belief. I happen to know about it because I was the one whose 
word was not understood.
It happened that once when I was an undergraduate I had occasion to 
refer to a certain girl as being '’inscrutable.” Looking back, I'm 
not quite sure what I was up to; she was, if I remember rightly, a- 
bout as inscrutable as a puppydog. But anyhow, I called her that, 
and the word was immediately seized upon by one of the group, who, 
misled by the second syllable, took it to mean that she was of unass
ailable virtue. Now this fellow was of the satyr—or Man o' war- 
persuasion, and a virtuous woman seemed to him to be an affront to 
manhood in general, and to him in particular. He immediately arrang
ed to meet her, and began his campaign.
He went at it in a direct, forthright way, which left the lady in no 
doubt whatever of his dishonorable intentions. She chose to resent 
this. She was by nature friendly and affectionate—so much so, in 
fact, that the generosity with which she dispensed her favors had 
earned her a nickname which I choose not to print in a family maga
zine—but in this fellow’s case she made an exception. She defended 
herself with a devout zeal that left her suitor hopelessly out-gunned 
and out-maneuvred. And somewhere along the line his intentions be- 
camr honorable—for what reason, I do not consider myself qualified 
to guess. At any rate, in the fullness of time, they became man ahd 
wife, and they have so continued to this day. It is my one and only 
venture into matchmaking, and I’m glad it’s been successful.
Which seems to leave us some distance from the goal we initially set 
out to reach. Still, I always admire a writer with an easy, discur
sive, anecdotal manner, don’t you?

the rrilitary cl ub
The removal of* thousands of people from 
their natural environment and stationing 
these varied individuals throughout the 
globe creates many problems,not the least 
of which is that of maintaining morale at 
a high level. To provide innocuous enter
tainment for these masses, a benevolent 
government has established Service Clubs 
at military stations having a fair number 
of troops. These clubs are financed from 
Ease Exchange profits which come from the 
pockets of the serviceman himself and not 
those of the long-suffering taxpayer. The 
clubs have dances, picnics, and other ev
ents designed to bring together the ser
vicemen and the local populace in whole
some surroundings plus providing televis
ion lounges, card rooms (no wagering per- 
mi11cd ),ping-pong, pool, chess facilities 
etc. Generally the exchange will operate 
a Snack Bar concession in conjunction with 

the club but often the clubs will have a 
variety of ’free’ refreshments paid for 
again out of BE profits. No alcoholic re
freshments arc permitted within 50 feet 
of those clubs. While the Service Club is 
open to all grades, officers arc discour
aged from spending too much time frater
nizing with the enlisted men, and there's 
a certain amount of like sentiment about 
non-coms.. Officers and non-commissioned 
officers have their own clubs, regulated 
by law, but funded from the membership of 
the clubs themselves. I cannot speak for 
the officer's clubs,but the chief support 
of the NCO clubs I have belonged to comes 
from the sale of alcohol.When I first en
tered NCO ranks, the chief source of rev
enue was the One-Armed Bandit followed by 
Bingo. Congress outla.wcd the slot-machine 
and Bingo has been thouroughly regulated.

to be continued (?) otm
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Dear Reader: 
• • •
You are on our list, to begin, because we believe you 

are one of those "adult” Americans who (a) has a good edu
cation, (b) uses some of it to make a living, and (c ) hates 
to see a great part of the rest go stale for want of exer
cise. This part of your education includes your cultural 
knowledge and likes — those important values which allow 
us to claim we are part of a "high cinilization." ...

With this forthright appeal to my liter
ate snobbishness I was impelled to send 
for the first issue of HORIZON, the mag
azine that doesn't care at all about 
your relations with your spouse or the 
way you mold your Jell-o, on approval. 
In due time(according to Mr.Sommerfield) 
I received Volume 1, Number 1, September 
1958, a bright red hard-cover 152 page 
1 magazine.' Mindful that I had only two 
weeks in which to determine the worth of 
this publication to myself, I started to 
road it the evening it arrived.I discov
ered that here is no Saturday Evening 
Post,no Campbell editorial or EQMM to be 
chortled over in an evening and forgot
ten in a week. No, nor is it as dull as, 
for example,'4^,000 YEARS LATER.“Replete 
with illustrations and color plates this 
magazine is a joy to the oyc of the be
holder.
V1Nr1 includes an analysis of the motiv
ations of the great explorers by Wilfrid 
Noyce,WHY MEN SEEK ADVENTURE; a study of 
the Golden Age of The Dutch Republic by 
C.V.Wedgwood illustrated with nine colcr 
plates of famous artworks and several in 
black and white; there is an interesting 
Memorandum from Prince Klemens von Mett
ernich to John Foster Dulles on The Art 
of Outstaying a Dictator,"Esteemed coll
eague, I know that any communication be
tween us may be suspect. My пегие is not 
popular in a country that still tends to 
look upon Old ’World diplomats as jaded 
intriguers. But then, my friend, neither 
is your name overly popular in European 
circles fearful of what they sometimes 
regard as New World moralists dancing 
upon the brink..."* (by William H. Hale) 

I had been aware of the beat generation 
only through a few references in fanmags 
prior to reading The Cult of Unthink by 
Robert Brustein which flays the beatniks 
as"'existential'without having developed 
any substantial existence."* and speaks 
of the literary style(?)of their authors 
thusly, "Before this indiscriminate ac
cumulation of details — the hallmark of 
the new writing — order, analysis,form, 
and eventually coherence give way. The 
result is a style like automatic writing 
or an Eisenhower press conference,stupe
fying in its unreadability."*(ls it re
assuring to note the literary kinship of 
the helmsman of our ship of state to the 
beatniks?) Dr. Brustein has more to say 
about these rebels without a cause, most 
of it bad. An excerpt from H.R.Trovor- 
Roper's book MEN AND EVENTS points out 
that Coexistence:between Christendom and 
the Turks, was an accomplished fact for 
centuries. Julian Huxley challenges man 
to use the earth properly, to plan for 
the future;D.M.Marshman details the dev
elopment of the Musical Comedy from the 
lojinks of Ziegfeld to the current trend 
to serious dramatic presentations as in 
the West Side Story, Fernand Auberjonois 
bemoans the fate of the Missing Mourners 
of Dijon in a little lesson in art his
tory originally published in the Toledo 
(Ohio) Blade. Eleven 'great' nature pho
tographs are assembled in an attempt to 
depict the story of creation from Gene- 
sis;Igor Stravinski's book,Conversations 
with Stravinskies previewed;Freya Stark 
effuses over Ephesus; Irving Stone muses 
on the Perfect Beauty as personified by 
the ideal of the Renaissance, Simonetta 



A GLANCE AT THE HORIZON . . . Page 2 
Vespucci. Marquis Childs reveals the at
tempt of './alter Paepcke to inculcate the 
modern American businessman with a feel- ' 
ing for humanistic studies at Aspen,Col
orado.A warning against the wine snob is 
included in the Perils of Drink,an expo
se of 'fraud, adulteration, and sorcery' 
in the wine cellars, from the nimble pen 
of Raymond Postgate, peer of the Jurade 
of St. Emilion. Living Art and the Peo
ple's Choice concludes that "...in Amer
ica today we find a busy and tense coex
istence of many styles, each hoping to 
outdo the other, which may mean either 
that our tastes are very broad or that 
they are somewhat unstable."* When Nan 
First Left the Earth is Peter Lyon's ac
count of the early days of the aerostat, 
and is accompanied by eight pages of et
chings taken from the period when ball
ooning was in flower.Gilbert Highet dis
cusses Sense and Nonsense and proves to 
his own satisfaction ’at least What mem
bers of the W3F3 Inc. had strongly sus
pected, that the only true source of non
sense is the legal profession.The Oxford 
History of Technology provides a short 
History of Wheeled Vehicles which unac
countably omits the contribution of Ram- 
eses Snood who discovered that applicat
ion of 3abre Tooth Tiger fat to the hubs 
of the chariot wheels eliminated the an
noyance of squeaky axles. As we turn to 
the last page of this book-magazine we 
discover Oliver Jensen On The Horizon in 
a gentle protest against the Law of Dim
inishing Transportation.
As if the one issue were not enough to 
elicit my whole-hearted support of this 
publishing venture, I have just received 
V1Nr2, a predominantly blue book with an 
illustration of the flower of chivalry 
gracing the cover. I have not had an op
portunity to study this with care as yet 
having yet to finish the first issue but 
a cursory glance reveals it; to be as di
verse in content as the earlier edition. 
Andre Nalraux' study of the Gods in Art 
is explored by Henry Anatole • Grunwald,. 
Hesketh Pearson reveals some of the be
hind the scenes work on his biography of 
GBS, Opera has its day. with a defense by 
Joseph Wechsberg and an article on the 
proposed new Metropolitan Opera House, 
and a responsive chord is struck in my 
breast with In Revolt Against Together

ness. As I read this offering of William 
Harlan Hale's I realized the need for an 
American brand of apartheid and was r^ot 
surprised,but slightly chagrined,to note 
that Nr.Hale uses the exapt same phrase
ology a paragraph further on.Oliver Jen
sen pops up again with a nostalgic ex
change of comments between Henry I and 
Henry II in which Henry I asks,"What are 
you selling — transportation or social^ 
position?"*and explodes a few of the De
troit myths. Horizon has relaxed its bar 
against advertising to permit a few sug
gestions for Christmas Gifts for People 
Who Have Everything. I am sure everyone 
knows at leasij one candidate for the Pop 
of the Month Club which will provide one 
large case each month of a new,stimulat
ing non-alcoholic,nonhabit-forming drink 
to lucky members. Gert Carr would appre
ciate a Home Witchcraft Set as supplied 
by the Mather Novelty Co.,Salem,Mass.and 
the other ads are as tastefully selected 
and presented, I assure you. Horizon is 
a pood thing,even for a pseudo-intellec
tual. Six copies per year at Si6.00.
American Horizon, Inc.(a subsidiary of 

American Heritage Publishing Co.,Inc.)at 
551 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, Nev/ York. 
(I haven't by any means covered the top
ics of V1Nr2, there are many more.l48ppy

г t ГП
*Note; Quotations in this review are ex
cerpted from VINrl & VINr2 of HORIZON to 
illustrate the reviewer's points and the 
copyright remains with American Horizon, 
Inc. which reserves all rights uhder Pan 
American and Berne Copyright Conventions.



THE SILVER SCREAM: etm
n It is little wonder that wo have a short

supply of scientific talent considering 
the encouragement given to budding genii 
in the cinematic productions.! hear that 
rovies are better than ever,and that the 
way to spend a lonely evening is to curl 
up with a good television set.Personally 
I usually prefer books,but I do relax my 
standards enough to watch two specific 
programs on the ubiquitous picture-box. 
On Sunday evenings I thank our British 
cousins and tune in Alfred Hitchcock who 
usually has a program quite out of the 
ordinary. On occasion I have identified 
the plots of his opera with recent 3-F 
stories.(marionettes,Inc. was on a fort
night past.) Saturday evening also finds 
me ensconced,enjoying the station breaks 
for NIGHTMARE, the LIVE portions of this 
program originate in the studios of KFJZ 
TV Charnel1 11,and the undead portionsof 
it are resurrected from the vaults of 
Hollywood.None of these namby-pamby cur
rent Teen-Age i-ionster epics need apply, 
our host Gorgon, and ourselves are quite 
contented with such old masterpieces as 
FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLF MAN,DRACULA, 
THE HOUSE OF DRACULA, and others of the 
ilk. Tonight's fare was THE BRIDE 0? THE 
MONSTER, and I wish to take this opport
unity to develop my theme that this sort 
of offering is undoubtedly the reason we 
have so very few scientists today. There 
have been a number of mysterious dissap- 
earances near Marsh Lake of which,natur
ally enough, the police haven't a clue 
as to reason.Of course we know all about 
it, having had a look at the most recent 
vanishments, that of a pair of hunters. 
Caught in a rainstorm they seek shelter 
in a 'deserted' house, only to be turned 
away by the scientist who wishes solitude 
for his experiments. The hunters are a 
weak-kneed pair, taking affright at the 
good doctor's assistant, an unfortunate 
mute who entered his service in Thibet. 
They flee and in their flight one falls 
prey to the 'monster' of the lake,a gi
gantic squid, fashioned so realistically 
that the victim has to struggle to wrap 
the clinging tentacles about his body. 
The doctor has, meanwhile, relented his 
hasty dismissal of the two gentlemen and 

j sends Lobo out to guide them back to his 
hospitality.Lobo arrives too late to aid

the one,but gently carries the other to 
the house and into the laboratory as the 
ever-generous doctor has determined to 
endow this poor hunter with super-human 
strength through the judicious applicate 
ion of atomic radiation. Unfortunately , 
the experiment is a flashing failure, as 
have been the many preceeding. The city 
near Harsh Lake is atypical Hollywoodish 
Southern metropolis. The police Captain 
in charge of Homicide (why bother with a 
department for missing Persons, Homicide 
will get the jobs anyhow) is a budgerig
ar fanatic ("birds never make trouble.") 
while the desk Sgt is a clownfaced idiot 
whose chief desire is 'to go out on this 
case.'The Lt.in charge of the case loves 
the imaginative girl reporter who keeps 
screaming "MONSTER" everytime there hap
pens to be a little thing like somebody 
not coming home from the swamp. The pol
ice are unhappy at the state of panic a- 
rising from this and vaguely, attribute 
everything to quicksand in the bog. The 

((continued overleaf ))



THE SILVER SCREAM . . . page 2
girl discovers that the deserted house 
had been sold for three years and deter
mines to investigate. Another character 
appears in the person of an 'expert' on 
Monsters who proposes to investigate the 
possibility that there might be a hold - 
over from prehistoric times in the lake. 
After notifying the Captain of his in
tentions and making arrangements to be 
accompanied' by the Lt. in the morning to 
the scene,he jumps the gun and approach
es the lake in a rented car.The reporter 
has had an accident and been rescued by 
good old lovable Lobo, and hypnotised by 
the doctor,who has a knack for that sort 
of thing. Comes the new day and the mon
ster expert calls upon the doctor,to ask 
him to1come home as all has been forgive 
en.'The doctor is understandably miffed, 
since he had been driven from his family, 
his home, and his country with his rep
utation in shreds simply because he had 
suggested that atomic radiation might be 
utilised to perfect a race of supermen. 
For twenty years he was an outcast,hunt
ed from pillar to post as it were and,on 
the verge of success, he was being asked 
to return to the country that had scorn
ed him and cast him out, to return and 
create for them a race kf beings to con
quer the world. He was displeased at the 
temerity of the suggestion, particularly 
since he had determined that he should 
become the (benevolent) ruler of all the 
world.He has Lobo offer the gentleman to 
the monster. Despite the interruption of 
the Lt., he manages to prepare the woman 
for the great experiment,however,Lobo is 
also nourishing a spark of affection for 
the girl and overpowers the doctor, rep
lacing the beautequs •damsel with the not 
so radiant doctor. Evidently the amatuer 
touch is required to achieve the desired 
results,for the doctor arises shortly to 
chastise the wicked brute. Poor Lobo is 
flung against a hot line by his ungrate
ful mentor and sets the place afire. The 
Lt. has been knocked about quite a bit 
during this period and wakes in time to 
see the doctor heroically carry the fair 
maiden to safety.He staggers outside and 
discovers 'that the bird-loving captain 
had decided to look for the reporter and 
has arrived on the scene, with a squad of 
men and: the eager desk sgt. This trigger 
happy goon proposes to shoot the doctor, 

while he is carrying the girl,but is re
strained by the admonition that he might 
possibly hit the girl.The scenes follow
ing depict mobmadness at its Hollyworst, 
the faithful guardians of the law,champ
ions of justice, defenders of the public 
weal, open fire upon the noble doctor as 
soon as he deposits the damsel he has 
rescued from immolation on the ground a 
safe distance from the holocaust. There 
is no communication from the Lt. advis
ing this, it is simply the instinctive 
reaction of these legalised destroyers 
to shoot at anything that moves,The poor 
confused doctor staggers to and fro, not 
understanding how to escape thes attack, 
until the Lt.(obviously anti-scientific) 
rolls a boulder down upon him. The imp
etus given the doctor by the rock rolls 
him into the waiting tentacles of the 
voracious squid, and the noble captain 
piously pronouncds an asinine benedict
ion, "He tampered with things not meant 
for man to deal with." Sick,Sick,Sick... 
With pictures of this calibre disgracing 
the theatres of a decade and more ago it 
is indeed small wonder that the youth of 
our nation eschewed scientific pursuits, 
who would wish to follow the example of 
the doctor in the above film? You try to 
benefit mankind and he not only refuses 
to offer himself to your experiments,but 
hounds you from place to place when you 
do try to accomplish something.lt is far 
better to go into something like advert
ising which is more art than science and 
experiments on Homo Sap are not only ap
proved, they are encouraged.

THE ENEMA FROM SPICE 
Dr. Quartermast saves the world and his 
project to grow tobacco at Antarctica by 
courageously investigating a secretive 
program in the wilds of England.His in
quisitive mind cannot overlook the chal
lenge presented when a lass leads a lad 
to his car,explaining that a pepper mill 
had exploded when the young man held it, 
and that she thought she saw a bubble of 
something disappear into the resultant 
cut. The discovery of building identical 
to Dr. Quartermast’s own proposed tobac
co-in- the-Antardtic . plantation leads to 
a suspenseful Hour plus of thrilling ex
citement. You'll never use pepper again 
after you see this picture. (Don't, miss 
it if you can. ) e t m

something.lt


It occurs to me, upon perusal of the ear
lier pages of this magazine, that I have 
made several egregious errors, chiefly of 
ommision. One notable one is that of the 
expedition to TAIX's restaurant organized 
at the suggestion of Mr. Charles D.Hornig 
on Monday evening. Six of us enjoyed Jam- 
bon et pommes frit; Mr. Hornig, Ron Ellik 
and Pon Bennett, in whose honour the meal 
was arranged, "Rory* Faulkner,Sylvia Dees 

tand myself. Since this occured on Monday 
it follows that the trip to the Evans was 
accomplished on Tuesday evening and I can 
stop worrying about what happened to that 
other day. I spent most of Monday, before 
Alice, with Ron Bennett and Mr. Hornig in 
an exploration of Santa Monica. This trip 
will probably be the only portion of Rons 
journeying that is not photographically 
documented as his camera jammed.There are 
times when Mr. Bradbury's statement about 
the microphones is the only possible phi
losophy.
I also stated that FANFARE was unpub
lished, of this I am not sure after read
ing Marty's letter again. He states that 
it 'died aborning' which could mean that 
only the first issue appeared. Upon look
ing at the pages he sent I can see why.
every pressing wormier Fr 

If Mr. Toskey thought that UR (Before & 
After, remember Burney?) had a strong fla
vour of Vinegar Worm, I'm sure this issue 
will really curdle his milk. Once again I 
have called upon Mr. Leman to permit unsUR 
PRESSed Publications to reprint an article 
from NEMATODE. Bob agreed in the fond hope 
that he could persuade URPress to continue 
to squeeze out his offerings for SAPS and 
the recipients of The Vinegar Worm.Take my 
warning and change your address before the 
end of the year as the next Worm is nearly 
all on stencil and is slated for publicat
ion at my earliest opportunity. Some lucky 
people, those who have given no indication 
of their disgust (or perverted pleasure^at 
(or from) the previous issues are to bene
fit from a careful review of Bob's mailing 
list and will not receive the next Worm or 
any other for that matter. If, for some re
volting reason you want to see what I man
age to do to Bob's meticulously-cut sten
cils and think you might not be in the Le
man mailing list I would suggest you write 
at once or earlier.
I was the pleased recipient of a bulging 
envelope from Vesoul a few days past. Ma 
soeur, Annie sent me a drawing which now 
appears on the SILVER SCREAM. . .

от our Denver Vinegards ..,

Daily newspapers, as well as fanzines, frequently print interesting 
letters о I spotted this one in The Rocky Mountain News of April 17, 
195S:

Dear Sir: Your columnist Plumb makes fun of flying saucers 
every week or so. If he knew the real truth he wouldn't do 
that.

Mervil Culvergast

This letter intrigued me: I collect whacks. I immediately wrote the 
author as follows,:

Dear Mr. Culvergast: Your letter of April 17 to The New? in
terests me greatly, and I would very much appreciate hearing from~you 
if you can furnish more detailed information on this matter.•

Yours very truly,

A week or so later, I had the following reply (the letter to the edit
or had evidently benefitted from the ministrations of .a ^roof-reader, 
but the letters below are printed as received):



Dear freind; Well I apperciate your letter I will try to 
tell you more, this is some thing people oughth to know. I 
try to give it publicty it "important" to the world.

vt/ell how could anyone doubt there is human beings on oth
er planets. Some of us know it take "centurys" to create a 
planet by some of the cosmic beings, they would not create a 
planet and not put people, that is not logichal.

We have been "told" that this is so, we know that every 
planet has a differnb quaulity. and that these people do 
not all look like us. The men on venus are very handsome the 
ladies very beautiful, they are beautiful because there pure 
and holy as well as "luminous bodies". The children 10 or 12 
can produce miricles, people on other planets are far advan
ced over us.

Their watching us wondering when we will come out of the 
"darkness" we;.are in, some of us lmow earth is the most un
civilized planet in the universe, they told us so. not very 
complimental is it.

the venutians have been wanting to visit us for a long 
time, they will not as long as we "behave" the way we do, we 
must reform. There is something coming from another galaxy 
the Venutians know what they are, they may destroy us. They 
are "not" human beings. Our freinds have a weapon that will 
protect us, they afraid to give it to us, we make war.

I got all the detials on this, if you want them write me
I will write more. Your freind, 

Mervil Cuivergast

I was all agog to hear "all the detials" and I answered him post
haste, setting out a list of questions which I hoped he’d answer. 
His next letter went like this:

Dear Freind; I like to tell you the source of the infor
mation you don’t scoff like some, but it better if you don’t 
know now, later everybody will know, that will be a glourious 
day.

The "creatures'" from another galaxy are called VOLISCH 
that is the name the venutians call them they are evil. They 
are approaching at "thousands" of miles per hour, the Venu
tians saw them through there teloscopes. when they caphture 
a nlanet they enslave every body the men work in feilds the 
girls dance naked fox1 the volisch. They have whips with 
steel barbs, the time is not far off.

The Venutians are called TULLIM that means people, they 
are pure and holy. Eat no meat all the animals are their 
freinds. that is one thing we have to do to deserve there 
freind ship. Stop eating the corpse of our dumb freinds, 
they have souls to. Tullim glow in the dark because they are 
pure and holy and they perform-miricles. There rulep is a 
"king" also a spiritual leader, he is "best" of all these 
good people. About seven foot tall clean shaved long hair. 
Yellow hair blue eyes. Eat only fruit and veg. they like 
brusels sprouts best of earth veg and peaches best of earth 
fruit. They reproduice without "sex" I have‘nt heard how. 
They have agents on earth so have the Volisch.

People sight saucers, some belong to tullim, some to 
volisch. they are made of metle that is light as air and 



stronger than steel, it is called pazat metle. Their cloths are 
made of pazat metle woven into cloth, they dont wear suggestive 
cloths, they cover there bodys. Hot like in mag.s where venut- 
ians wear bathing suits, they sing a lot, they are pure and ho
ly.

well I can't write anymore now, maybe next time. The vol- 
isch have agent every where, maybe they are watching. Here is a 
secret word that you dont know the meaning now but watch for it, 
it will prove I am right. The word is hmeenotop, sooner than 
you think you will see it and know what it means, well thats 
all for now.

Your freind
Mervil Culvergast

Now this was all very instructive, but it still appeared to leave a 
number of loose ends, so I again requested further "detials." How
ever, the press of affairs caused a delay of almost a month between 
receipt of the above letter and my reply. Some weeks went by without 
word from the professor, but just when I decided that he'd given up 
the correspondence, I received the following:

Sir; I was not going to write anymore, I don't like to be in- 
polite so this is the "last" letter. To tell you I will not 
write any more. They have warn me you are volisch agent, this 
is not definate. But I have to be careful. So dont write to 
me any more.

Mervil Culvergast

And that was the last I heard from Mr. Culvergast. I followed his 
instructions and didn't write him any more letters, but I don't im
agine he'd have answered if I had. He remained on the scene just 
long enough to whet my appetite for a personal interview, and then 
washed his hands of me. He was truly a magnificent whack, and I'm 
sorry to lose him.

There's just one thing more: if any of you happen to know how the 
Tullim "reproduice" or the meaning of "hmeenotop," I'd appreciate 
your telling me. I assure w, I am not a Volisch agent.

CALLING ALL 7G1V-CY CULINAPY APTISTS^X
TOO MMY COOKS HAVE SECRETS. I'VE GOT ONE 
or two myself, but I'm willing to share, 
and you? Send those recipes to FANDOM'S 
KITCHEN (Thanks, RonE) % Station WPDM,14- 
70 Kylecycles, Potsdam, New York.
Ruth informs me that her cat has provided 
a quantity of offspring and that as a pre
cautionary measure, she allows one of the 
kittens to sample each dish before giving 
it to Dave. Anybody want several fine cat 
skins? Bob Leman has promised to divulge 
his ancestral recipe for Spayed LENSMAN 
Saute which is particularly good when ser
ved with a fine wine (a Rhysling).

DON'T SPOIL THE BROTH I SEND YOUR FORM
ULAE FOR HOME BREW, BARBAQUED VINEGAR WORM, 
sweet rolls, desserts, main courses,drinks 
etc. Ruth has a number of contributions al
ready with more promised, but the mor? the



must sell rrs entire accumulation of rare, unusual, and

com м on pl acl SU Ж .3 • 1 ZO ZIП ES А1ПС UIl/l ЖО 
AT AUCTION ON MARCH

TO MEET THE NEED FOR INCREASED REVENUE CAUSED BY THE DEFICIT 

IN OUR ANNUAL BUDGETS FOR 1959 AND i960,
OUR STOCK HAS BEEN DIVIDED INTO FIFTY-TWO LOTS.THE DIVISIONS 
ARE STRICTLY ALPHABETICAL: LOT ONE CONTAINING ALL MATERIAL

BY AUTHORS Aa Through Am; LOT TWO CONTAINING An Through Az;

LOT THREE Ba Through Bm; etc. Submit sealed bids for lots 
desired to The Library of the Congress of the United Spag
hetti Assimilators, 24 via Pizzaria, Washington 69, D.C.


